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Summary:
The  union  was  affirmed  as  bargaining  unit  for  the  employer’s  employees.  These

applications for judicial  review challenged different aspects of two decisions (of the Ontario
Labour  Relations Board and the Minister  of  Labour)  and the report  (from the Board to  the
Minister) made in respect of the negotiation of a first collective agreement between the parties.

The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the applications.

Courts - Topic 7503 
Provincial courts - Ontario - Divisional Court - Jurisdiction - Respecting judicial review -
General -  The union was affirmed as bargaining unit  for the employer’s employees -
These applications for judicial review challenged different aspects of two decisions (of
the Ontario Labour Relations Board and the Minister of Labour) and the report (from the
Board to the Minister) made in respect of the negotiation of a first collective agreement
between the parties - The Ontario Divisional Court held that “[t]he Court has jurisdiction
to hear applications for judicial review of decisions by the Board and the Minister under
ss. 2 and 6 of the Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. J.1. Pursuant to those
provisions,  the  Divisional  Court  has  jurisdiction to  grant  any relief  that  an  applicant
would be entitled to in: (1) proceedings by way of an application for an order in the
nature of mandamus, prohibition or certiorari, or (2) proceedings by way of an action for
a declaration or for an injunction or both, in relation to the exercise, refusal to exercise or
proposed or purported exercise of a statutory power. The applicants requested various
remedies in the nature of writs of mandamus, prohibition and certiorari, in relation to the
Board's and the Minister's exercise of their respective powers under the Act. The parties
raise no contentious issues concerning the Court's jurisdiction.” - See paragraphs 36 and
37.



Crown - Topic 651
Authority of ministers - General - [See first Labour Law - Topic 6067].

Labour Law - Topic 595
Labour relations boards and judicial review - Judicial review - Jurisdiction - General -
[See Courts - Topic 7503].

Labour Law - Topic 645
Labour relations boards and judicial review - Natural justice - Denial of - Bias - The
union was affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a decision dated
February 3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s application
under  s.  43(1)  of  the Labour  Relations Act  and ordered arbitration to  settle  the  first
collective  agreement  between the  parties  -  The employer  applied  for  judicial  review,
asserting that the Vice-Chair of the Board should have recused himself on the ground of
bias - The employer alleged that the Vice-Chair's findings would "directly undermine or
validate his own decisions" and all related decisions, including the judicial review of the
certification order - The employer also alleged that the Vice-Chair released his decision
as a result of urgent communication from the union, without giving the employer the
right to respond; and that the timing of its release was an attempt to prevent a vote - The
Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the application - The Board often assigned numerous
related files to the same adjudicator and the reasons for doing so were obvious - The mere
fact that an adjudicator had determined other issues between parties did not make it more
likely than not that he would not decide the matter fairly - As for the timing of the release
of the decision, though the union requested a "bottom-line" decision, the Vice-Chair's
decision clearly was not written as a result of this request, given its detail and length -
There was no evidence that the actual reasons of the Vice-Chair were influenced in any
way by the union's request, or that the Vice-Chair would likely not have decided the issue
fairly - See paragraphs 63 to 67.

Labour Law - Topic 645
Labour relations boards and judicial review - Natural justice - Denial of - Bias - The
union was affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a decision dated
February 3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s application
under  s.  43(1)  of  the Labour  Relations Act  and ordered arbitration to  settle  the  first
collective agreement between the parties - On February 4, 2010, the Minister of Labour
cancelled  a  vote  on  the  employer's  last  collective  agreement  offer,  which  had  been
scheduled for February 5, 2010 and referred to the Board under s. 115 of the Act, the
question of whether the Minister was required to direct that a vote of employees be held
pursuant to s. 42 - The Board provided a report to the Minister that, in its opinion, a vote
was  not  required  -  An  employee  applied  for  judicial  review,  alleging  a  reasonable
apprehension of bias on the part of the Board’s Vice-Chair due to his failure to recuse
himself  from  the  s.  115  reference  -  The  Ontario  Divisional  Court  dismissed  the
application -  The Vice-Chair,  in  his  report  to  the  Minister,  gave detailed  and cogent
reasons for his opinion, which directly responded to the issues raised and the relevant
factual circumstances - The court did not think that in these particular circumstances, a



reasonable, informed person would perceive an apprehension of bias on the Vice-Chair's
part, in his failure to recuse himself from the s. 115 reference - See paragraphs 105 to
108.

Labour Law - Topic 663
Labour relations boards and judicial review - Natural justice - Denial of - Examination of
witnesses - [See second Labour Law - Topic 6376].

Labour Law - Topic 664
Labour relations boards and judicial  review -  Natural  justice -  Denial  of  -  Hearing -
General - [See second Labour Law - Topic 6376].

Labour Law - Topic 665
Labour relations boards and judicial  review -  Natural  justice -  Denial  of  -  Hearing -
Opportunity to be heard - [See first Labour Law - Topic 6376].

Labour Law - Topic 6067
Industrial  relations  -  Collective  agreement  -  General  -  Ratification  -  The  union  was
affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a decision dated February
3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s.
43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective
agreement between the parties - On February 4, 2010, the Minister of Labour cancelled a
vote on the employer's  last  collective agreement offer,  which had been scheduled for
February 5, 2010 - An employee and the employer applied for judicial review of the
Minister’s decision, asserting that the Minister lacked jurisdiction or authority to cancel a
vote once it had been properly scheduled - The language used in s. 42 of the Act was
mandatory in that the Minister "shall" order the last offer vote when requested, except in
the construction industry, where the Minister "may" do so - Moreover, the right to a s. 42
vote on the employer's final offer vested in the employees, once called - The Ontario
Divisional Court dismissed the application - The rational way to read s. 42 was that the
authority of the Minister to direct a vote by the employees on the employer's last contract
offer continued to be contingent on the statutory preconditions of a strike or lock-out
being possible - This stipulation would apply until the vote was taken and would include
the  power  to  cancel  the  vote  in  circumstances  such  as  these  -  The  purpose  of  the
provision was not to create a vested right of employees to vote for the sake of voting
where it would not affect their interests in a fundamental way - The Minister did not
exceed his authority in cancelling the vote after the Board's decision to send the matter to
arbitration - See paragraphs 75 to 83.

Labour Law - Topic 6067
Industrial  relations  -  Collective  agreement  -  General  -  Ratification  -  The  union  was
affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a decision dated February
3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s.
43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective
agreement between the parties - On February 4, 2010, the Minister of Labour cancelled a
vote on the employer's  last  collective agreement offer,  which had been scheduled for



February 5, 2010 - An employee applied for judicial review of the Minister’s decision,
asserting that since neither he nor his colleagues were given notice and an opportunity to
make submissions, the Minister breached his duty of fairness to them in cancelling the
vote  and  referring  the  question  back  to  the  Board  -  The  Ontario  Divisional  Court
dismissed the application - The Minister had no duty or authority to deal with individual
employees or to consult them on matters related to bargaining "unless and until a union is
decertified"  as  the  bargaining  agent  for  a  group  of  employees  -  The  principle  of
exclusivity avoided situations where some employees attempted to circumvent the union,
thereby weakening its ability to represent them as a group - In any event, the employees
had remedies under the Act against the union if they had complaints about how they were
being represented - The Minister had no duty to include them in the decision-making
process - See paragraphs 84 to 86.

Labour Law - Topic 6067
Industrial  relations  -  Collective  agreement  -  General  -  Ratification  -  The  union  was
affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a decision dated February
3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s.
43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective
agreement between the parties - On February 4, 2010, the Minister of Labour cancelled a
vote on the employer's  last  collective agreement offer,  which had been scheduled for
February 5, 2010 - An employee applied for judicial review of the Minister’s decision -
The  Ontario  Divisional  Court  dismissed  the  application  -  In  light  of  the  directed
settlement by arbitration under s. 43(1), it was, entirely reasonable for the Minister to
exercise his discretion in the manner in which he did - Once the agreement was out of the
parties'  hands, it  was also out of the hands of the employees - Even if the Minister's
choice to cancel the vote was incorrect in law, it was reasonable for him to do so in the
within circumstances in light of the statutory purposes of s. 42 and the need to facilitate
the conclusion of bargaining - See paragraphs 87 to 91.

Labour Law - Topic 6067
Industrial  relations  -  Collective  agreement  -  General  -  Ratification  -  The  union  was
affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a decision dated February
3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s.
43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective
agreement between the parties - On February 4, 2010, the Minister of Labour cancelled a
vote on the employer's  last  collective agreement offer,  which had been scheduled for
February 5,  2010 and to refer  to the Board under s.  115 of  the Act,  the question of
whether the Minister was  required to direct that a vote of employees be held pursuant to
s. 42 - The Board provided a report to the Minister that in its opinion, a vote was not
required - An employee applied for judicial review, asserting that the Board breached its
duty of procedural fairness by failing to provide him and the other employees with notice
and an opportunity to participate in the process - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed
the application - The duty of fairness demanded that interested parties be permitted to
make submissions in writing - Although the employee drafted submissions intending to
file them with the Board, he failed to do so - Hence, even assuming the employee was a
proper party, there was no direct denial of this right by the Board - That said, though the



employee had previously expressed interest in being involved in the s. 43(1) application,
neither  the  Board's  rules  nor  the  Act  required  that  notice  be  given  to  individual
employees either on the s. 115 reference or the s. 43(1) application - This was a matter
between the employer and the union in their bargaining role, to establish and implement
the processes by which the parties would reach an agreement - See paragraphs 92 to 95.

Labour Law - Topic 6067
Industrial  relations  -  Collective  agreement  -  General  -  Ratification  -  The  union  was
affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a decision dated February
3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s.
43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective
agreement between the parties - On February 4, 2010, the Minister of Labour cancelled a
vote on the employer's  last  collective agreement offer,  which had been scheduled for
February 5,  2010 and to refer  to the Board under s.  115 of  the Act,  the question of
whether the Minister was  required to direct that a vote of employees be held pursuant to
s. 42 - The Board provided a report to the Minister that in its opinion, a vote was not
required  -  An  employee  applied  for  judicial  review  -  The  Ontario  Divisional  Court
dismissed the application - The Board's opinion report was not reviewable - The Board
itself did not make any decision except to render an opinion to the Minister pursuant to s.
115 - The Board's report constituted an advisory opinion only - It was the Minister, not
the Board, that made any decision whether to call or to cancel a vote - See paragraphs 96
to 98 - If the court was mistaken, it rejected the employee’s assertion that Bill 7 of the
Labour Relations and Employment Statute Law Amendment Act, 1995, indicated that the
legislature intended final offer votes to go ahead after the Board ordered first contract
arbitration - See paragraphs 99 to 104.

Labour Law - Topic 6376 
Industrial relations - Collective agreement - Arbitration of terms or interest arbitration -
First  agreement  arbitration  -  The  union  was  affirmed  as  bargaining  unit  for  the
employer’s  employees  -  In  a  decision  dated  February  3,  2010,  the  Ontario  Labour
Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s. 43(1) of the Labour Relations
Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective agreement between the parties -
An employee applied for judicial review, asserting that he was denied procedural fairness
where he was not allowed to intervene - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the
application - The intervention application was clearly inappropriate in light of the nature
of the application - In light of the nature of the decision and the reasonable expectation of
the parties, this was not an appropriate circumstance for intervention - The nature of the
decision to be made was whether or not to settle the collective agreement between the
employer  and  the  union  through  first  contract  arbitration,  concerning  which  the  two
parties,  the  employer  and  the  union,  were  adverse  in  interest  -  Given  the  adversity
between the employer and union, and the fact that the application sought to settle matters
between them, the only reasonable expectation of all those involved would be that the
application would be determined following a hearing between the parties to any eventual
collective agreement, i.e., the union and the employer - Contrary to the exceptional case
such as a decertification application, the Board's rules of procedure did not explicitly
contemplate or make provision for intervention by employees - The Board did not breach



its duty of fairness to the employee - See paragraphs 46 to 53.

Labour Law - Topic 6376 
Industrial relations - Collective agreement - Arbitration of terms or interest arbitration -
First  agreement  arbitration  -  The  union  was  affirmed  as  bargaining  unit  for  the
employer’s  employees  -  In  a  decision  dated  February  3,  2010,  the  Ontario  Labour
Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s. 43(1) of the Labour Relations
Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective agreement between the parties -
The employer applied for judicial review, asserting that the Board breached its duty of
fairness  in  not  entertaining the  employer’s  preliminary motion to  dismiss  the  union's
application for not having pled a prima facie case, and in not permitting it to introduce
evidence  and  cross-examine  opposing  witnesses  -  The  Ontario  Divisional  Court
dismissed the application - The s. 43 test only required an appearance that the conditions
set out in section were met - The Board gave cogent reasons as to why it appeared that
the process of collective bargaining had been unsuccessful - He accepted the employer's
version of any disputed facts, alleviating the need for viva voce evidence, and proceeded
with the hearing in an expeditious fashion, as it was entitled and mandated to do - There
was no lack of fairness in the Board proceeding as it did - See paragraphs 54 to 62.

Labour Law - Topic 6376 
Industrial relations - Collective agreement - Arbitration of terms or interest arbitration -
First  agreement  arbitration  -  The  union  was  affirmed  as  bargaining  unit  for  the
employer’s  employees  -  In  a  decision  dated  February  3,  2010,  the  Ontario  Labour
Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s. 43(1) of the Labour Relations
Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective agreement between the parties -
An employee and the employer applied for judicial review, challenging the merits of the
decision - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the application - According to the
employer, it bargained in good faith throughout the process - However, the union reported
a recurring pattern of the employer failing to respond to requests for documents and
proposals in advance, which was evidence of unreasonable conduct and a lack of genuine
effort  to  conclude  an  agreement  -  There  was  also  evidence  of  extreme  bargaining
positions,  which  could  serve  as  the  basis  for  a  finding  that  the  employer  acted
unreasonably  or  presented  uncompromising  or  unlawful  positions  -  The  employer
admitted  having  changed  its  position  on  settled  points  -  Moreover,  there  was  clear
evidence the employer attempted to bargain for terms that were less favourable than those
currently in place for bargaining unit employees - The court would not interfere with the
Board's findings as to the appearance of a lack of success in bargaining due to factors that
were well-supported by the evidence - The decision on the s. 43(1) application amply met
the test of reasonableness - See paragraphs 68 to 74.
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Statutes Noticed:
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Counsel:
Jeremy D. Schwartz, for the applicant, Mark Corner;
Darrell Kloeze and Andrea Cole, for the respondent, Ontario (Minister of Labour);
Leonard Marvy, for the Ontario Labour Relations Board;
Melissa Atkins-Mahaney, for the International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 793;
Jack Braithwaite and Michael Carre, for Rainbow Concrete Industries Limited.

These applications were heard on September 12 and 13,  2011, by Chapnik,  Hoy and
Hourigan, JJ., of the Ontario Divisional Court. The following judgment of the Divisional Court
was delivered by Chapnik, J., on November 28, 2011.

Applications dismissed.

Editor: Anick Ouellette-Levesque 

Crown - Topic 651
Authority of ministers - General - The union was affirmed as bargaining unit for the
employer’s  employees  -  In  a  decision  dated  February  3,  2010,  the  Ontario  Labour
Relations Board allowed the union’s application under s. 43(1) of the Labour Relations
Act and ordered arbitration to settle the first collective agreement between the parties -
On February 4, 2010, the Minister of Labour cancelled a vote on the employer's last
collective  agreement  offer,  which  had  been  scheduled  for  February  5,  2010  -  An
employee  and  the  employer  applied  for  judicial  review  of  the  Minister’s  decision,



asserting that the Minister lacked jurisdiction or authority to cancel a vote once it had
been properly scheduled - The language used in s. 42 of the Act was mandatory in that
the Minister "shall" order the last offer vote when requested, except in the construction
industry, where the Minister "may" do so - Moreover, the right to a s. 42 vote on the
employer's  final  offer  vested in  the employees,  once called -  The Ontario  Divisional
Court dismissed the application - The rational way to read s. 42 was that the authority of
the  Minister  to  direct  a  vote  by  the  employees  on  the  employer's  last  contract  offer
continued to be on contingent on the statutory preconditions of a strike or lock-out being
possible - This stipulation would apply until the vote was taken and would include the
power to cancel the vote in circumstances such as these - The purpose of the provision
was not to create a vested right of employees to vote for the sake of voting where it
would not affect their interests in a fundamental way - The Minister did not exceed his
authority in cancelling the vote after the Board's decision to send the matter to arbitration
- See paragraphs 75 to 83.

Labour Law - Topic 595
Labour relations boards and judicial review - Judicial review - Jurisdiction - General -The
union was affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - These applications
for judicial review challenged different aspects of two decisions (of the Ontario Labour
Relations  Board  and  the  Minister  of  Labour)  and  the  report  (from the  Board  to  the
Minister) made in respect of the negotiation of a first collective agreement between the
parties -  The Ontario Divisional Court  held that  “[t]he Court has jurisdiction to hear
applications for judicial review of decisions by the Board and the Minister under ss. 2 and
6 of the Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. J.1. Pursuant to those provisions,
the Divisional Court has jurisdiction to grant any relief that an applicant would be entitled
to in: (1) proceedings by way of an application for an order in the nature of mandamus,
prohibition or certiorari, or (2) proceedings by way of an action for a declaration or for an
injunction or both, in relation to the exercise, refusal to exercise or proposed or purported
exercise of a statutory power. The applicants requested various remedies in the nature of
writs of mandamus, prohibition and certiorari, in relation to the Board's and the Minister's
exercise of their respective powers under the Act. The parties raise no contentious issues
concerning the Court's jurisdiction.” - See paragraphs 36 and 37.

Labour Law - Topic 663
Labour relations boards and judicial review - Natural justice - Denial of - Examination of
witnesses - The union was affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In
a  decision  dated  February  3,  2010,  the  Ontario  Labour  Relations  Board  allowed the
union’s application under s. 43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered arbitration to
settle  the  first  collective  agreement  between  the  parties  -  The  employer  applied  for
judicial review, asserting that the Board breached its duty of fairness in not entertaining
the employer’s preliminary motion to dismiss the union's application for not having pled
a prima facie  case,  and in not  permitting it  to  introduce evidence and cross-examine
opposing witnesses - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the application - The s. 43
test only required an appearance that the conditions set out in section were met - The
Board gave cogent reasons as to why it appeared that the process of collective bargaining
had  been  unsuccessful  -  He  accepted  the  employer's  version  of  any  disputed  facts,



alleviating  the  need  for  viva  voce  evidence,  and  proceeded  with  the  hearing  in  an
expeditious fashion, as it was entitled and mandated to do - There was no lack of fairness
in the Board proceeding as it did - See paragraphs 54 to 62.

Labour Law - Topic 664
Labour relations boards and judicial  review -  Natural  justice -  Denial  of  -  Hearing -
General - The union was affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s employees - In a
decision dated February 3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board allowed the union’s
application under s. 43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered arbitration to settle the
first collective agreement between the parties - The employer applied for judicial review,
asserting that the Board breached its duty of fairness in not entertaining the employer’s
preliminary motion to dismiss the union's application for not having pled a prima facie
case,  and  in  not  permitting  it  to  introduce  evidence  and  cross-examine  opposing
witnesses - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the application - The s. 43 test only
required an appearance that the conditions set out in section were met - The Board gave
cogent reasons as to why it appeared that the process of collective bargaining had been
unsuccessful - He accepted the employer's version of any disputed facts, alleviating the
need for viva voce evidence, and proceeded with the hearing in an expeditious fashion, as
it  was  entitled  and  mandated  to  do  -  There  was  no  lack  of  fairness  in  the  Board
proceeding as it did - See paragraphs 54 to 62.

Labour Law - Topic 665
Labour relations boards and judicial  review -  Natural  justice -  Denial  of  -  Hearing -
Opportunity to be heard - The union was affirmed as bargaining unit for the employer’s
employees - In a decision dated February 3, 2010, the Ontario Labour Relations Board
allowed the union’s application under s. 43(1) of the Labour Relations Act and ordered
arbitration to  settle  the first  collective  agreement  between the parties  -  An employee
applied for judicial review, asserting that he was denied procedural fairness where he was
not allowed to intervene - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the application - The
intervention application was clearly inappropriate in light of the nature of the application
- In light of the nature of the decision and the reasonable expectation of the parties, this
was not an appropriate circumstance for intervention - The nature of the decision to be
made was whether or not to settle the collective agreement between the employer and the
union through first contract arbitration, concerning which the two parties, the employer
and the union, were adverse in interest - Given the adversity between the employer and
union, and the fact that the application sought to settle matters between them, the only
reasonable  expectation  of  all  those  involved  would  be  that  the  application  would  be
determined following a hearing between the parties to any eventual collective agreement,
i.e.,  the  union  and  the  employer  -  Contrary  to  the  exceptional  case  such  as  a
decertification application, the Board's rules of procedure did not explicitly contemplate
or make provision for intervention by employees - The Board did not breach its duty of
fairness to the employee - See paragraphs 46 to 53.


